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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

)
)
)
)
)
)
Plaintiffs,
)
)
v.
)
THE HONORABLE GARY LOCKE, in his )
)
official capacity as the Secretary of
)
Commerce, DR. JANE LUBCHENCO, in
her official capacity as Administrator of the )
)
U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric
)
Administration, and DR. JAMES W.
)
BALSIGER, in his official capacity as the
Acting Assistant Administrator of the U.S.
)
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
)
Administration
)
)
Defendants.
SCOTT VAN VALIN, KEN DOLE, RICK
BIERMAN, THERESA WEISER,
DONALD WESTLUND, and RICHARD
YAMADA,

Civil Action No. 09-cv-961

FEDERAL DEFENDANTS’ COMBINED OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND
CROSS-MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
Defendants Gary Locke, in his official capacity as the U.S. Secretary of Commerce, Dr.
Jane Lubchenco, in her official capacity as Administrator of the U.S. National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, and Dr. James W. Balsiger, in his official capacity as the Acting
Assistant Administrator of the U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(collectively referred to as “Federal Defendants”), hereby oppose Plaintiffs’ motion for summary
judgment and cross-move for summary judgment pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 56 and LCvR 56.1.
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As explained more fully in the accompanying memorandum of points and authorities, the
material facts are not in dispute and Federal Defendants are entitled to judgment as a matter of
law. The Court therefore should enter judgment in favor of Federal Defendants and deny
Plaintiffs’ motion for summary judgment.
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INTRODUCTION
The Court already is familiar with the issues involved in this case, having recently considered

Plaintiffs’ motion for a preliminary injunction. See Van Valin v. Locke, No. 09-961 (RMC),
2009 WL 1796773 (D.D.C. June 25, 2009). Plaintiffs challenge an allocation measure
promulgated by the Secretary, by and through his designee, the National Marine Fisheries
Service (“NMFS”), pursuant to the Northern Pacific Halibut Act of 1982 (the “Halibut Act”), 16
U.S.C. §§ 773 et seq., with respect to the Pacific halibut (Hippoglossus stenolepis) fishery in
International Pacific Halibut Commission (“IPHC”) Area 2C of Southeast Alaska. See 74 Fed.
Reg. 21194 (May 6, 2009). The allocation measure is designed to reduce the amount of Pacific
halibut harvested by the guided recreational sector by, among other measures, reducing the
allowable bag limit for guided anglers in Area 2C from two fish per day to one fish per day.
As NMFS has explained previously, the guided recreational sector in Area 2C has been
growing disproportionately to other sectors of the fishery and has harvested more halibut in each
of the past five years than the North Pacific Fishery Management Council (“the Council”) and
NMFS have deemed acceptable. In particular, the charter sector in Area 2C increased its harvest
by 107% between 1999 and 2005 and has exceeded the guideline harvest level (“GHL”) in Area
2C by approximately 22% in 2004, 36% in 2005, 26% in 2006, 34% in 2007, and more than
double in 2008, according to preliminary estimates. AR 32 at 18 (Figure 1). The charter sector’s
overharvesting poses a conservation risk, with the potential to undermine the IPHC’s
conservation and management goals for the overall halibut stock. In addition, the charter
sector’s overharvesting raises allocation and equity concerns because it causes a de facto
reallocation of the resource from commercial halibut fishermen to recreational fisherman.

1
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If changes had not been made to the existing regulations, NMFS estimated that the guided
charter fishery again would have substantially exceeded the GHL in 2009. AR 32 at 19. The
objective of the one-fish daily bag limit was to address these conservation and allocation
concerns in the Pacific halibut fishery by limiting the harvest by the charter sector in Area 2C to
931,000 pounds for the 2009 fishing season, which is consistent with the GHL for 2008. In
implementing these allocation measures, NMFS considered all of the relevant statutory factors,
including past and present participation, historical dependence of various sectors on the halibut
resource, economic impacts of the action on various sectors, cultural and social framework of the
various sectors, impacts on other fisheries, and other relevant considerations. As the Court
noted, NMFS also considered “the equities and the impact of the one-fish bag limit and
compare[d] it to the status quo” through its preparation of a combined environmental assessment
(“EA”) pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act (“NEPA”), 42 U.S.C. § 4321 et seq.,
regulatory impact review (“RIR”) pursuant to Executive Order 12866, and final regulatory
flexibility analysis (“FRFA”) pursuant to the Regulatory Flexibility Act (“RFA”), 5 U.S.C. § 601
et seq., (hereinafter referred to as the “2009 EA”). Van Valin, 2009 WL 1796773, at *6; see also
AR 32 at 47-65. Thus, as this Court previously found, NMFS did precisely what the Halibut Act
and the Administrative Procedure Act (“APA”) require it to do, which is to consider the relevant
factors and use its expertise to make a rational allocation decision in furtherance of a legitimate
management objective. See Van Valin, 2009 WL 1796773, at *5 (noting that “it appears that the
Secretary considered the relevant factors and made a rational determination based on those
factors”).
Plaintiffs, as charter boat owners and operators, clearly would like a larger allocation for the
charter sector than is provided by the GHL rule and the 2009 allocation measures. However, the

2
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fact that Plaintiffs “disagree with” (Pls’ Mem. Supp. Pls' Mot. Summ. J. at 31 (Dckt. No. 17-2)
(hereinafter “Pls’ Mem.”)) the lines that NMFS has drawn does not make NMFS’ allocation
measures unlawful. Indeed, Plaintiffs make it clear that they do not dispute the “objective” of
the 2009 allocation measures or even the “means” by which the allocation measures achieve that
objective (Pls’ Mem. at 12). These concessions, in and of themselves, are grounds for this Court
to find that NMFS has complied with the Halibut Act and any relevant regulations. Having
conceded the merits of NMFS’ ultimate allocation decision, Plaintiffs have made a procedural
argument the centerpiece of their case, namely that, even if the 2009 allocation measures are
“fair and equitable,” those measures nonetheless should be vacated because NMFS failed to
explain why. See id. However, Plaintiffs’ argument finds no support under either the Halibut
Act or the APA. Implicit in Plaintiffs’ argument is the notion that NMFS is required to make a
finding in the first instance that the allocation is “fair and equitable,” an argument that this Court
correctly has rejected. As the Court explained, the Halibut Act does not require NMFS to “make
a specific finding regarding fairness and equity,” but “simply requires that any allocation be fair
and equitable.” See Van Valin, 2009 WL 1796773, at *4; contra Pls’ Mem. In Supp. Pls’ Mot.
for a Prelim. Inj. at 24 (Dckt. No. 2-1) (arguing that, “[b]ecause NMFS did not make a fair and
equitable determination . . . the rule must therefore be set aside”).
Nor does the APA impose any such requirement. The APA’s “arbitrary and capricious”
standard of review is highly deferential to the agency and compliance with that standard depends
not on the existence of any one explicit statement of rationale, but rather all that is required is
that the reviewing court be able to reasonably discern the agency's path based on the
administrative record as a whole. In this case, there is ample record evidence from which this
Court can reasonably discern NMFS’ path that lead to the 2009 allocation measures. As the

3
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Court noted, “[t]he Secretary promulgated the Final Rule for the very purpose of addressing
fairness and equity – in order to address the imbalance caused by the de facto reallocation from
the commercial industry to the charter industry.” Van Valin, 2009 WL 1796773, at *7. To that
end, the Council’s and NMFS’ consideration of fairness and equity is found throughout the
lengthy administrative record, beginning with the Council’s 1995 problem statement and
continuing through the 2009 final rule itself. Plaintiffs cannot demonstrate that NMFS failed to
consider this factor or lacked a rational basis for determining that the 2009 allocation measures
were “fair and equitable” to all Pacific halibut fishermen.
Plaintiffs argue in the alternative that, even if NMFS has explained adequately why
managing to the GHL is “fair and equitable,” the 2009 allocation measures should be vacated
because NMFS unlawfully relied on fishery participation data that is more than a decade old and
“ignored” present participation data. Pls’ Mem. at 38. Plaintiffs’ alternative argument is
contradicted by the record and is contrary to sound fisheries management. As this Court
previously noted, NMFS considered present participation data in implementing the 2009
allocation measures. See Van Valin, 2009 WL 1796773, at *7 (citing to AR 32 at 37, Table 4).
Indeed, the charter sector’s recent harvest levels in excess of the GHL is precisely why the
Council and NMFS acted to limit harvest by that sector in the first instance. In reality, Plaintiffs’
complaint is not that NMFS “ignored” recent participation data, but rather that NMFS did not
make a different allocation decision based on its consideration of those data, namely to allocate
more halibut to the charter sector. As explained more fully below, Plaintiffs’ logic that
allocations should be determined based on harvesting capability is contrary to sound fisheries
management as well as administrative law principles. While Plaintiffs may have weighed the
available data differently than did NMFS, the Court may not substitute Plaintiffs’ judgment for

4
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that of NMFS, the expert agency charged by Congress with making difficult policy judgments
and choosing appropriate conservation and management measures based on its evaluation of the
relevant quantitative and qualitative factors. Under the deferential “arbitrary and capricious”
standard of review in this case, the Court must defer to NMFS’ decision so long as NMFS has
considered the relevant data and made a rational decision. Because, as explained more fully
below, NMFS made a rational allocation decision after having considered present participation
data, NMFS’ May 2009 rule is entitled to deference and Plaintiffs’ second argument fails.
II.

STATUTORY BACKGROUND
Federal Defendants have set forth the relevant statutory and regulatory background of the

Halibut Act, 16 U.S.C. §§ 773 et seq., the Magnuson-Stevens Act, 16 U.S.C. § 1853(b)(6), and
the regional fishery management council process in several earlier pleadings, most recently at
pages 3 to 6 of their opposition to Plaintiffs’ motion for preliminary injunction (Dckt. No. 6), and
therefore Federal Defendants will not repeat that entire background discussion here. As is
relevant in this case, Section 773c(c) of the Halibut Act provides that allocations be “fair and
equitable to all such fishermen, based upon the rights and obligations in existing Federal law,
reasonably calculated to promote conservation, and carried out in such manner that no particular
individual, corporation, or other entity acquires an excessive share of the halibut fishing
privileges.” Id. In addition to the aforementioned criteria, Section 773c(c) refers to the criteria
set forth in Section 1853(b)(6) of the Magnuson-Stevens Act, 16 U.S.C. § 1853(b)(6), which
authorizes a council or NMFS to establish a limited access program to achieve optimum yield in
a fishery after taking into account the following seven factors:
(A) present participation in the fishery;
(B) historical fishing practices in, and dependence on, the fishery;
(C) the economics of the fishery;
(D) the capability of fishing vessels used in the fishery to engage in other fisheries;
5
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(E) the cultural and social framework relevant to the fishery and any affected fishing
communities;
(F) the fair and equitable distribution of access privileges in the fishery; and
(G) any other relevant considerations.
16 U.S.C. § 1853(b)(6).
III.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND
The Pacific halibut fishery is composed largely of three basic sectors: commercial, sport

(which includes guided and unguided recreational angling), and subsistence fisheries. 73 Fed.
Reg. 78276-01, 78277 (Dec. 22, 2008)). Each year, the IPHC uses a coastwide population model
to determine the amount of halibut (in net pounds) that may be removed by all sources of fishing
mortality in the coming year without causing biological conservation problems in all areas of
Convention waters. Id. This is known as the constant exploitation yield (“CEY”). Id. To
determine the maximum catch limit for the commercial fixed gear fishery, the IPHC estimates all
non-commercial removals (sport, subsistence, bycatch, research, and wastage) for that year and
subtracts them from that year’s total CEY. Id. The remainder becomes the “fishery CEY.” Id.
The IPHC is guided by the fishery CEY in setting the commercial sector’s catch limits. The
commercial sector’s catch limits in IPHC Areas 2C-4E are distributed among individual
commercial fishermen under the individual fishing quota (“IFQ”) system. Fishing is limited by
the amount of each fisherman’s IFQ, thus assuring that the commercial catch limit is not
exceeded. 74 Fed. Reg. at 21217. Unlike the commercial sector, which is subject to binding
annual catch limits, the recreational fisheries are governed primarily by daily bag and gear
limitations, and as such they are not required to stop fishing when an overall annual limit is
reached. Id.
As NMFS explained in the preamble to its May 2009 final rule, because the commercial
sector’s catch limit is determined only after estimated non-commercial harvests are deducted
6
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from the total CEY, “[a]ny increases in non-commercial removals of halibut will necessarily
decrease the portion of the Total CEY available as Fishery CEY for use by the commercial
sector,” which “create[s] an allocation concern.” 74 Fed. Reg. at 21194. Allocation concerns
over the charter sector’s unconstrained annual harvest levels date back to at least 1995 with the
issuance of the Council’s problem statement, which recognized that the lack of annual harvest
restrictions on the charter sector’s ever increasing harvests represented an open-ended allocation
to the guided recreational fishery from quota available to the commercial fishery. 68 Fed. Reg.
at 47256, 47257 (Aug. 8, 2003). The Council’s 1995 problem statement lead to the development
of the GHL rule in 2003, which was intended to address “allocative concerns” identified in the
problem statement. Id. The GHL was intended to represent a pre-season specification of
“acceptable annual harvests” by the charter vessel fisheries in management Areas 2C and 3A.
Id. at 47258. Specifically, the GHL rule establishes the “total maximum poundage” for the
charter sector each year according to a predetermined formula, depending on that year’s CEY.
See 68 Fed. Reg. at 47259; 50 C.F.R. § 300.65(c).
The GHL rule’s allocation strategy struck a reasonable balance between maintaining
historical fishing practices in what has been a predominantly commercial fishery and allowing
for limited growth of the comparatively new and rapidly growing guided recreational sector by
allocating to the charter sector an additional 25% above what it was harvesting at the time (i.e.,
25% above the average of the 1995-1999 guided recreational harvest, which was a period of
historically high levels of halibut abundance). 72 Fed. Reg. 74257, 74259 (Dec. 31, 2007). The
GHL is designed to be responsive to annual reductions in stock abundance, so in the event of a
reduction in Area 2C or 3A’s halibut stocks, as determined by the IPHC, that area’s GHL
reduces incrementally in a stepwise fashion in proportion to that year’s stock reduction as

7
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compared to the average 1999-2000 stock abundance. Id. Thus, the GHL for the charter sector
in Area 2C can vary from a high of 1,432,000 pounds to a low of 788,000 pounds, depending on
stock abundance. Id. Because halibut stocks have been declining, the 2008 CEY was reduced
by 4.3 million pounds from the 2007 CEY (i.e., from 10.8 million to 6.5 million pounds), which
triggered an automatic reduction in the Area 2C GHL from 1.432 million pounds to 931,000
pounds in 2008. Id.; AR 32 at 9. The halibut biomass declined further in 2008, causing the GHL
for 2009 to be set at the lowest point on the GHL scale at 788,000 pounds. 74 Fed. Reg. at
21207. If the Pacific halibut stock rebounds in future years, the GHL will increase, depending
on the extent of the increase in estimated stock abundance. See 50 C.F.R. § 300.65(c).
It has been the policy of the Council since the GHL rule was promulgated in 2003 that
the charter sector should not exceed the GHL, however for procedural reasons, prior to the May
2009 rule no regulations had been implemented to bring the charter sector’s catch close to the
GHL.1 Only the commercial sector had been subject to binding annual catch limits. This
arrangement did not pose a problem as long as the halibut biomass remained large and noncommercial uses of the resource remained relatively stable and small. However, while the
halibut biomass has been declining, in the absence of annual harvest restrictions the charter
1

In particular, NMFS initially proposed in 2002 that the GHL be enforced via a "framework" of
varying predetermined and non-discretionary harvest restrictions that would be implemented
automatically each year depending on the degree to which the GHL was exceeded. 68 Fed. Reg.
at 47258. The Council recommended that this proposed framework of potential restrictions be
implemented automatically without proceeding through public notice and comment rulemaking
to “minimize the time between exceeding a GHL and the implementation of one or more
restrictions.” Id. Subsequently, NMFS informed the Council that its proposed “framework” of
restrictions could not be implemented automatically because the APA required that such
regulatory measures undergo public notice and comment before becoming effective. Id. In
response, the Council indicated that it preferred to implement the GHL rule without any
associated harvest restriction measures. Id. It was understood that harvest restriction measures
could be implemented at a later time as needed through a separate analytical APA rulemaking
process. Id. The May 2009 allocation measures were the result of a separate APA rulemaking
process, and as noted previously, are intended to limit the charter sector to 933,000 pounds of
halibut, which is consistent with the 2008 GHL for Area 2C.
8
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sector has been growing disproportionately to other sectors, increasing its harvest by 107%
between 1999 and 2005, and its harvest levels have remained high during a time when the
halibut biomass has been decreasing, to the point where, in 2008, the charter sector harvested an
estimated 1,918,000 pounds of halibut, which was more than double the GHL. AR 32 at 9. If
changes had not been made to the existing regulatory structure, the charter sector likely would
have significantly exceeded the GHL again in 2009. Id. The charter sector also had exceeded
the GHL in Area 2C by significant margins in each of the four years preceding 2008, by
approximately 34% in 2007, 26% in 2006, 36% in 2005, and 22% in 2004. See AR 32 at 18
(Figure 1). As NMFS explained in the May 2009 final rule’s response to comments, this decline
in the commercial sector’s catch limits “is indicative of a large adverse impact to the longline
fishery,” which is attributable in part to the charter sector’s GHL overages. Id. at 21212.
As NMFS has explained, where multiple user groups are involved, “conservation and
allocation cannot be separated.” 74 Fed. Reg. at 21196. Thus, in addition to creating an
allocation concern, the charter sector’s unconstrained annual harvest creates a conservation
concern. In particular, as noted previously the total CEY has decreased each year since 2004,
which “reflect[s] declines in the estimated halibut biomass.” AR 32 at 18. NMFS’ 2009 EA
explains that, “[a]s the Total CEY decreases, harvests of halibut should decrease to help conserve
the resource.” Id. When the IPHC establishes the CEY, it assumes that the charter sector will
not exceed the GHL. Thus, when the charter sector exceeds the GHL, more halibut are removed
from the fishery as a whole in that year than the IPHC has determined may be removed without
causing biological conservation problems. As NMFS has explained, “a reduction in the charter
vessel harvest should leave more halibut in the water to the benefit of all fisheries now and in
future years, as well as benefit the health and reproductive potential of the resource.” 74 Fed.

9
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Reg. at 21199 (response to comment 9); see also id. at 21212 (explaining in response to
comment 69 that “leaving fish unharvested contributes to biomass and Total CEY in subsequent
years”). To ameliorate for overharvesting that occurs in the current year when the charter sector
exceeds the GHL, the IPHC lowers the catch limit in subsequent years. AR 32 at 80. This leads
to the de facto reallocation from one sector (commercial) to another (charter).
As this Court previously noted, the May 2009 allocation measures were intended to
address the aforementioned conservation and allocation concerns in the Pacific halibut fishery by
reducing the harvest by the charter sector in Area 2C to 931,000 pounds, which is consistent with
the GHL for 2008. Van Valin, 2009 WL 1796773, at *6-7. Although NMFS had the authority to
manage the charter sector consistent with the lower 2009 GHL of 788,000 pounds, the May 2009
final rule is intended to be consistent with the higher 2008 GHL of 931,000 pounds because the
IPHC’s stock estimate, and hence the 2009 GHL, was not determined until after the proposed
rule in this case (see 73 Fed. Reg. 78276) was published, and thus an analysis of additional,
possibly more restrictive management measures necessary to manage to the 2009 GHL could not
have been completed in time for such measures to be in place before the start of this year’s peak
halibut season, which runs from June to August. See 74 Fed. Reg. at 21207. In fact, to ensure
that measures would be in place for the 2009 summer fishing season, NMFS promulgated the
instant rule pursuant to its authority under Section 773c(b) of the Halibut Act, without utilizing
the Council process (although this rule is based on the Council’s 2007 recommendation and the
Council was aware of and endorsed this action). 73 Fed. Reg. at 78276. The 2009 allocation
measures are supported by the 2009 EA, which analyzed “the equities and the impact of the onefish bag limit and compare[d] it to the status quo.” Van Valin, 2009 WL 1796773, at *6; see
generally AR 32 at 47-65.

10
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STANDARD OF REVIEW
Because the Halibut Act does not include an internal standard of review, the Court in this

case must apply the “arbitrary and capricious” standard of the APA, 5 U.S.C. § 706, which is
“highly deferential” and “presumes the agency’s action to be valid.” Envtl. Def. Fund v. Costle,
657 F.2d 275, 283 (D.C. Cir. 1981) (citing, inter alia, Citizens to Preserve Overton Park v.
Volpe, 401 U.S. 402, 419 (1971)). There is a particularly strong presumption in favor of
upholding agency action in cases such as this where the agency is acting within the scope of its
expertise in a technically complex area. Marsh v. Oregon Natural Res. Council, 490 U.S. 360,
375, 378 (1989); Baltimore Gas & Elec. Co. v. NRDC, 462 U.S. 87, 103 (1983); Ethyl Corp. v
EPA, 541 F.2d 1, 36 (D.C. Cir. 1976) (en banc) (the court “must look at the decision not as the
chemist, biologist or statistician that we are qualified neither by training nor experience to be, but
as a reviewing court exercising our narrowly defined duty of holding agencies to certain minimal
standards of rationality”). As a court in this District noted in the analogous context of the
Magnuson-Stevens Act, as to fishery management decisions, it is
especially appropriate for the Court to defer to the expertise and experience of
those individuals and entities - the Secretary, the Councils, and their advisors whom the Act charges with making difficult policy judgments and choosing
appropriate conservation and management measures based on their evaluations of
the relevant quantitative and qualitative factors.
Nat'l Fisheries Inst. v. Mosbacher, 732 F. Supp. 210, 223 (D.D.C. 1990).
The Court’s essential function in an APA review case is to determine whether the
Secretary has “‘considered the relevant factors and articulated a rational connection between the
facts found and the choice made.’” Carlton v. Babbitt, 26 F. Supp. 2d 102, 106 (D.D.C. 1998)
(citations omitted). If so, the agency action must be upheld. Id. at 106. The APA standard
“mandates judicial affirmance if a rational basis for the agency’s decision is presented . . . even
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though [a court] might otherwise disagree.” Envtl. Def. Fund, 657 F.2d at 283 (citations
omitted). A reviewing court “is not empowered to substitute its judgment for that of the
agency.” Overton Park, 401 U.S. at 416; accord Nat’l Wildlife Fed. v. Burford, 871 F.2d 849,
855 (9th Cir. 1989) (an agency’s action “need be only a reasonable, not the best or most
reasonable, decision”). The court must “uphold a decision of less than ideal clarity if the
agency’s path may reasonably be discerned.” Nat’l Ass'n of Home Builders v. Defenders of
Wildlife, 551 U.S. 644, 127 S.Ct. 2518, 2530 (2007) (citations omitted).
In an attempt to escape the highly deferential standard of review applicable in this case,
Plaintiffs’ summary judgment brief advances the novel theory that, “because the Secretary here
is applying a single standard for allocation (i.e., whether the chosen allocation is ‘fair and
equitable’), the level of deference that he might otherwise receive from the Court under the
Magnuson-Stevens Act is neither necessary nor appropriate.” Pls’ Mem. at 6. There is simply
no support for Plaintiffs’ novel theory that an agency is entitled to deference only where it
balances more than one standard. Contrary to Plaintiffs’ assertion, fisheries management is a
technical field and NMFS’ allocation decisions, whether made pursuant to the MagnusonStevens Act or the Halibut Act, require NMFS to apply its agency expertise. Thus, NMFS’
allocation measures in this case are entitled to the customarily deferential standard of review.
Moreover, Plaintiffs’ suggestion that NMFS was not balancing multiple factors in this case
clearly is incorrect. As explained above, Section 773c(c) of the Halibut Act specifies that an
allocation satisfy four requirements, namely that it is: (1) fair and equitable to all such fishermen;
(2) based upon the rights and obligations in existing Federal law; (3) reasonably calculated to
promote conservation; and (4) carried out in such manner that no particular individual,
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corporation, or other entity acquires an excessive share of the halibut fishing privileges. See 16
U.S.C. § 773c(c).
In addition to these four criteria, in this case NMFS considered seven additional factors
set forth in Section 1853(b)(6) of the Magnuson-Stevens Act, 16 U.S.C. § 1853(b)(6), which are
referenced in Section 773c(c) of the Halibut Act, 16 U.S.C. § 773c(c). See 74 Fed. Reg. at
21204. Thus, like it does in implementing regulations pursuant to the Magnuson-Stevens Act, in
this case NMFS balanced a number of different factors in arriving at the 2009 allocation
measures. Indeed, Plaintiffs’ assertion that NMFS applied a single standard is belied by their
own argument that NMFS “must” consider the charter sector’s present participation in the
fishery, which is one of the seven statutory factors enumerated at 16 U.S.C. § 1853(b)(6), in
addition to “historical fishing practices in, and dependence on” the fishery. See Pls’ Mem. at 44.
NMFS clearly balanced multiple factors using its technical expertise, and its rational weighing of
those factors is entitled to deference.
V.

ARGUMENT
A.

The 2009 Allocation Measures Are in Full Compliance with the Applicable
Statutory Requirements.
1.

The 2009 Allocation Measures Comply with the Halibut Act’s “Fair
and Equitable” Standard.

As noted previously, the Halibut Act requires that allocations be “fair and equitable” to
all fishermen. 16 U.S.C. 773c(c). NMFS explained in its response to comments accompanying
the May 2009 final rule that, although neither the Halibut Act nor its implementing regulations
define the “fair and equitable” standard, the Halibut Act’s “fair and equitable” language is
substantially the same as National Standard Four of the Magnuson-Stevens Act, 16 U.S.C. §
1851(a)(4), and as such NMFS takes guidance from National Standard Four’s implementing
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guidelines in ensuring that allocations under the Halibut Act are “fair and equitable.” See 74
Fed. Reg. at 21214 (response to comment 74). As NMFS has explained, “a fair and equitable
allocation does not mean that all U.S. fishermen should be able to harvest equal amounts of the
halibut resource.” 74 Fed. Reg. at 21215. Quite the opposite is true. The National Standard
Four guidelines acknowledge that, “[i]nherent in an allocation is the advantaging of one group to
the detriment of another.” 50 C.F.R. § 600.325(c)(3)(i)(A). The guidelines expressly authorize
allocations that “impose a hardship on one group if it is outweighed by the total benefits received
by another group or groups.” Id. at § 600.325(c)(3)(i)(B). In particular, “[a]n allocation need
not preserve the status quo in the fishery to qualify as ‘fair and equitable,’ if a restructuring of
fishing privileges would maximize overall benefits.” Id.2 The implementing guidelines for
National Standard Four provide that an allocation of fishing privileges is “fair and equitable”
where it is “rationally connected to the achievement of OY [optimum yield] or with the
furtherance of a legitimate . . . [fishery management] objective.” Id. at § 600.325(c)(3)(i)(A).
Thus, caselaw interpreting National Standard Four makes clear that “[m]erely because . .
. [fishery management regulations] have a greater impact upon one type of gear user or group of
fishermen does not necessarily mean that they violate National Standard 4.” Nat’l Fisheries
Inst., 732 F. Supp. at 225; see also Nat’l Coal. for Marine Conservation v. Evans, 231 F. Supp.
2d 119, 131-32 (D.D.C. 2002) (noting same); Alliance Against IFQs v. Brown, 84 F.3d 343, 350
(9th Cir. 1996) (noting that “[t]he Secretary is allowed, under [§ 1851], to sacrifice the interests
of some groups of fishermen, for the benefit as the Secretary sees it of the fishery as a whole”)
(citing Alaska Factory Trawler Ass’n v. Baldridge, 831 F.2d 1456 (9th Cir. 1987)). In this case,
2

NMFS’ 2009 EA determined that, because the allocation measures would “meet distributional
objectives and re-establish stability in the 2C halibut fishery,” it was “expected to increase the
net benefit to the Nation, over that of the status quo.” AR 32 at 65. Conversely, maintaining the
status quo “would not be expected to increase the net benefit to the Nation” because it would not
meet distributional objectives and would not re-establish stability in the 2C halibut fishery. Id.
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the Pacific halibut fishery historically has been a commercial fishery. For instance, between
1997 and 2007, commercial fishing accounted for approximately 76% of the average annual
harvest, with sport fishing (guided charter vessels and unguided angling combined) accounting
for approximately 20%, and subsistence fishing, bycatch, and wastage accounting for the
remainder. 73 Fed. Reg. at 78277. Thus, the fact that the 2009 allocation measures reduce the
amount of the charter sector’s annual harvest, and thus may unequally distribute the resource
between the commercial and charter sectors, does not mean that the allocation measures are not
“fair and equitable.”
Indeed, courts routinely uphold regulations against “fair and equitable” challenges under
National Standard Four even where the challenged regulation results in severe consequences for
one sector of a fishery. For instance, in Alaska Factory Trawler Ass'n, an association of trawl
fishermen in the Gulf of Alaska sued to overturn Amendment 14 to the Gulf of Alaska
Groundfish Fishery Management Plan. Amendment 14 prohibited directed trawl fishing for
sablefish in the Eastern Gulf of Alaska, limited the trawl sablefish fisheries in the Central and
Western Gulf to 20% of the catch, and phased out pot fishing altogether in favor of allocating
95% of the sablefish in the Eastern area and 80% in both the Central and Western areas to
longline fishermen. 831 F.2d at 1463. Plaintiffs claimed that Amendment 14 violated National
Standard 4 because it discriminated in favor of longline fishermen at the expense of trawlers and
pot fishermen. The Court rejected this challenge, stating:
This Court must review the Secretary's determination that Amendment 14 does
not violate National Standard 4 under an abuse of discretion standard. The
administrative record constantly refers to the ground preemption and gear conflict
problems which result from pot fishing and trawl fishing in the same area as
longline fishing. In addition, the record indicates that all longliners will benefit
from this regulation, not just the Alaska longliners. In light of this information
the Secretary could reasonably conclude that even though there may be some
discriminatory impact from Amendment 14, the regulations satisfy the
15
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requirements of National Standard 4 in that they are tailored to solve the gear
conflict problem and to promote the conservation of sablefish.
Id. at 1464.
In North Carolina Fisheries Ass'n v. Gutierrez, 518 F. Supp. 2d 62, 85 (D.D.C. 2007), a
court in this District rejected a claim brought by commercial fishermen who argued that
Amendment 13C to the South Atlantic Snapper-Grouper Fishery Management Plan unfairly
prejudiced them vis a vis recreational fishermen. The plaintiffs argued that Amendment 13C
was not fair and equitable because it imposed a “hard” quota on commercial fishermen that
required the fishery to be closed once the quota was reached, whereas the recreational sector was
subject to a “soft” quota, notwithstanding the fact that recreational fishermen were allowed to
sell their catch. Id. at 90. In addition, the plaintiffs complained that Amendment 13C imposed a
trip limit that placed 62% of the burden on 21 commercial vessels, while over 50% of the vessels
would suffer no loss at all. Id. In rejecting the plaintiffs’ National Standard Four claim, the
court noted that “[t]he lines drawn by the Secretary do not cease to be “fair and equitable,” id. §
600.325(a)(1), simply because plaintiffs view them as unfair and inequitable.” Id. at 91.
In Nat’l Coal. for Marine Conservation, 231 F. Supp. 2d 119, a court in this District
found that, notwithstanding the plaintiffs’ claim that a challenged area closure would “essentially
shut down the Florida East Coast fishing industry” because fishermen in Florida who owned
smaller vessels could not travel beyond the closure area, the closure did not violate National
Standard Four because NMFS had “evaluated the benefits and costs imposed by the Florida
Closure, and compared its consequences with those of alternative allocation schemes, including
the ‘status quo.’” Id. at 129, 131-32 (citation omitted). Similarly, in Sea Watch Int'l v.
Mosbacher, 762 F. Supp. 370, 376-78 (D.D.C. 1991), a court in this District held that a quota
scheme alleged to discriminate against smaller fishing fleets, and ultimately drive them out of
16
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business, did not violate National Standard Four because “‘[i]nherent in an allocation is the
advantaging of one group to the detriment of another,’” and “nothing prevent[ed] coalitions of
small owners from pooling their allocations to obtain efficiencies.”
In Nat’l Fisheries Inst., 732 F. Supp. 210, the court found that regulations that
“significantly reduc[ed] the domestic commercial harvest of Atlantic Ocean billfish while also
limiting the recreational harvest to a lesser degree” did not violate National Standard Four. Id. at
211. The Court found that “the Secretary could properly conclude that, on the whole, the nation
would benefit most from an effort to reduce billfish mortality caused by commercial fishing and
maximize billfish availability for recreational fishing.” Id. at 223. Finally, in Alliance Against
IFQs, 84 F.3d 343, the Ninth Circuit held that quotas that effectively shut non-owning crewmen
out of the fishery in favor of those who owned or leased fishing boats, did not violate National
Standard Four. The Ninth Circuit noted that, “[d]espite the harshness to the fishermen who were
left out,” and the fact that “[a]lternative schemes can easily be imagined,” the Secretary’s
decision implementing the regulations was not arbitrary or capricious because “[t]he Secretary
considered their interests, ‘considered the relevant factors and articulated a rational connection
between the facts found and the choice made.’” Id. at 350, 352 (citations omitted).
As the guidelines and the caselaw interpreting National Standard Four make clear, in
determining compliance with the “fairness and equity” standard, the focus is not on the impact of
a regulation, but rather on its purpose. As long as the motive for a particular allocation is
justified in terms of the fishery management objective, advantaging one group to the detriment of
another is permissible under National Standard Four. 50 C.F.R. §600.325(c)(3)(i)(A). In this
case, NMFS articulated a legitimate management objective behind the 2009 allocation measures,
namely to “limit the growth of one sector and the resulting reallocation from other sectors that
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use the same finite resource.” 74 Fed. Reg. at 21214 (response to comment 74).3 In particular,
NMFS explained that the one-fish daily bag limit is intended to address the longstanding
conservation and allocation concerns by limiting the charter sector to 931,000 pounds, which is
consistent with the GHL for 2008. See 74 Fed. Reg. at 21215 (response to comment 74); 50
C.F.R. § 600.325(c)(3)(i)(A). The cases cited above support the proposition that limiting the
unrestrained growth of new fishery participants that is adversely affecting traditional participants
and causing instability in the fishery is a legitimate fishery management objective.
As NMFS has explained, concern regarding the uncontrolled expansion of the halibut
charter industry and the resulting “open-ended reallocation from the commercial fishery to the
charter industry” dates back to the Council’s 1995 problem statement, where the Council stated
that such expansion could affect “the Council's ability to maintain the stability, economic
viability, and diversity of the halibut industry, the quality of the recreational experience, the
access of subsistence users, and the socioeconomic well-being of the coastal communities
dependent on the halibut resource.” 74 Fed. Reg. at 21214. These concerns, as expressed in the
problem statement, lead to the allocation strategy set forth in the 2003 GHL rule, which as noted
previously struck a reasonable balance between maintaining historical fishing practices in an
historically commercial fishery, while still allowing for limited growth of the comparatively new
and rapidly growing guided recreational sector by allocating to the charter sector an additional
25% above what it was harvesting at the time. 74 Fed. Reg. at 21214; 68 Fed. Reg. 47256; 50
C.F.R. § 300.65(c).

3

Comment 74 set forth the precise argument made by Plaintiffs in this case, namely that there
never has been a “determination by the Secretary” that the GHL satisfies the "fair and equitable"
standard of the Halibut Act, and that “[t]he Secretary needs to explain how the "fair and
equitable" clause in the Halibut Act is fulfilled in [the] current action.” 74 Fed. Reg. at 21214.
18
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In the absence of annual harvest limits, the charter sector has grown far beyond this
additional 25% (by 107% between 1999 and 2005 (74 Fed. Reg. at 21203)), and its harvest levels
continue to remain high during a time when the halibut biomass has been decreasing, to the point
where, in 2008, the charter sector exceeded the GHL by more than double and likely would have
significantly exceeded the GHL in 2009 unless changes were made to the existing regulatory
structure. 73 Fed. Reg. at 78277. While the charter sector has experienced uncontrolled growth
and repeatedly exceeded the GHL, the commercial sector has shouldered the burden of
conservation cutbacks, having its annual catch limits reduced by 54% between 2005 and 2009
due to the declining halibut biomass. 74 Fed. Reg. at 21207; see also 32 AR at 27 (Table 1,
setting forth catch levels in Area 2C from 1995-2007). In fact, considering 2008 and 2009 alone,
the halibut catch limit for Area 2C commercial fishermen was reduced by approximately 19%.
Id. at 21215. The 2009 allocation measures are intended to manage the charter sector consistent
with the GHL. The allocation measures are “fair and equitable,” according to the National
Standard 4 guidelines, because they are rationally connected to a legitimate fishery management
objective. See 50 C.F.R. § 600.325(c)(3)(i)(A).
Indeed, Plaintiffs, presumably recognizing that they would not be able to show that the
2009 allocation measures were not promulgated in furtherance of a legitimate fishery
management objective, or are “‘intentionally invidious or inherently unfair,’” North Carolina
Fisheries Ass'n, 518 F. Supp. 2d at 91 (citation omitted), have abandoned their argument that
NMFS “could not have reasonably found on the record here that the final rule is ‘fair and
equitable,’” and now do not dispute that NMFS’ 2009 allocation measures are “ultimately
reasonable or legitimate.” Compare Pls’ Mem. Supp. of Pls' Mot. for Prelim. Inj. at 5, 33-38
(Dckt. No. 2-1) with Pls’ Mem. at 2. Given Plaintiffs’ concession of the key determinant of
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compliance with the Halibut Act’s “fair and equitable” requirement, the Court should find that
the 2009 allocation measures comply with the Halibut Act on that basis alone.
Rather than challenging the merits of NMFS’ ultimate allocation decision under the
applicable regulatory standards and the body of case law interpreting that standard, which as
discussed above are quite unfavorable to their cause, Plaintiffs’ summary judgment brief
attempts to sidestep this discussion by conceding the merits of NMFS’ allocation decision and
inventing a procedural requirement and showing NMFS’ non-compliance with that requirement.
Specifically, Plaintiffs contend that, even if the 2009 allocation measures are “fair and
equitable,” they nonetheless should be vacated because NMFS failed to explain why. See
generally Pls’ Mem. at 15-30. As noted previously, Plaintiffs’ argument finds no support in the
Halibut Act, which, as this Court previously held, does not require NMFS to “make a specific
finding regarding fairness and equity,” Van Valin, 2009 WL 1796773, at *4, but rather focus on
whether or not the allocation is rationally connected to a legitimate fishery management
objective, something the administrative record amply demonstrates was present in this case and
something that Plaintiffs do not dispute. Indeed, in each of the cases cited above that found
NMFS had complied with National Standard Four’s “fair and equitable” standard, there was no
definitive statement or statement of rationale that the regulations were “fair and equitable
because X,” but rather in each case the court looked at totality of the record. As explained more
fully below, Plaintiffs’ argument finds no support under the APA either.
2.

The 2009 Allocation Measures Satisfy the APA’s “Arbitrary
and Capricious” Standard.

As noted above, the APA’s “arbitrary and capricious” standard of review in this case is
“highly deferential” and “presumes the agency’s action to be valid.” Envtl. Def. Fund, 657 F.2d
at 283; accord Citizens to Pres. Overton Park, 401 U.S. at 415 (agency action under review is
20
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“entitled to a presumption of regularity”). While a reviewing court’s role under the APA is to
“consider whether the agency has “examin[ed] the relevant data and articulate[d] a satisfactory
explanation for its action including a ‘rational connection between the facts found and the choice
made,’” the D.C. Circuit has noted that this requirement is not “particularly demanding” and is
satisfied if the agency “‘enable[s] us to see what major issues of policy were ventilated ... and
why the agency reacted to them as it did.’” Republican Nat’l Comm. v. Federal Election
Comm’n, 76 F.3d 400, 407 (D.C. Cir. 1996) (citations omitted).
To that end, it is well-established that compliance with the APA’s “arbitrary and
capricious” standard depends not on the existence of any one explicit statement of rationale (i.e.,
“this allocation is ‘fair and equitable’ because X”), but rather the standard is satisfied “if the
agency's path may reasonably be discerned.” Bowman Transp. v. Arkansas-Best Freight Sys.,
419 U.S. 281, 286 (1974); accord Nat’l Ass'n of Homebuilders, 127 S.Ct. at 2530 (noting same).
In Bowman, the Supreme Court explained that an agency’s treatment of the evidence need not be
a “paragon of clarity,” but rather what is required is that the reviewing court be able to discern a
“rational basis” for the agency’s treatment of the evidence. Id. at 289-90. Where that standard
is met, the reviewing court must uphold the agency’s decision, even if it is of “less than ideal
clarity.” Id.
The D.C. Circuit similarly has noted that an agency’s “decision need not be a model of
clarity” and that it will uphold a decision “[a]s long as ‘the agency's path may reasonably be
discerned.’” Casino Airlines v. NTSB, 439 F.3d 715, 717 (D.C. Cir. 2006) (citation omitted);
accord WAIT Radio v. FCC, 418 F.2d 1153, 1156 (D.C. Cir. 1969) (stating that the Court is
“indulgent toward administrative action to the extent of affirming an order where the agency's
path can be ‘discerned’ even if the opinion ‘leaves much to be desired’”) (citation omitted); see
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also Chritton v. NTSB, 888 F.2d 854, 862 (D.C. Cir. 1989) (upholding agency decision even
though it was “less than crystal clear”); Pharaon v. Board of Governors of Federal Res. Sys., 135
F.3d 148, 156 (D.C. Cir. 1998) (upholding decision to impose a $37 million penalty even though
“the Board nowhere tells us how its enforcement counsel originally selected thirty-seven million
dollars,” because the agency's path reasonably could be discerned from its weighing of the
relevant statutory factors and its explanation that it “found the penalty ‘in line with the gravity of
the offenses, the intentional nature of the actions, [and] the attempts to conceal the nature of the
transactions’”) (citation omitted). Thus, in this case, as long as the Court can discern a rational
basis for NMFS’ treatment of the evidence and can reasonably discern NMFS’ path to the 2009
allocation measures, it must uphold those measures.
The case Yakutat v. Gutierrez, 407 F.3d 1054 (9th Cir. 2005), is instructive. The Yakutat
case involved NMFS’ decision to limit the number of boats fishing in the Bering Sea and
Aleutian Islands (“BSAI”) groundfish fishery, off the coast of Alaska, by granting licenses only
to boats that caught a prescribed amount of fish during any two years between 1995-1998. Had
NMFS included 1999 as a qualifying year, F/V Blue North would have qualified to secure a
license to fish for Pacific cod in the BSAI fishery. The owner of F/V Blue North brought suit,
arguing that “failure to comply with National Standard 4 [i.e., the “fair and equitable” standard]
or to articulate a motive for a particular allocation violates the Magnuson Act,” and that “the
Secretary's actions are arbitrary and capricious because he has not supplied a rational connection
between the facts and the Final Rule.” Id. at 1067. In rejecting the plaintiffs’ arguments, the
Ninth Circuit explained that the:
[R]ecord demonstrates the Secretary's concern ‘to conserve and manage the
Pacific cod resources’ and ‘stabilize fully utilized Pacific cod resources’ being
harvested in the BSAI . . . The Secretary also noted concern to protect fishermen
with significant long-term investments and long catch histories in the pot
22
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catcher/processor sector . . . The Secretary and Council fully evaluated all of the
alternatives available to them, which included numerous alternatives that included
1999 as a qualifying year. The Council produced the final EA/RIR/IFRA, which
specifically included analysis of 42 out of 106 alternatives with 1999 as a
qualifying year for pot catcher/ processors. Based on the data before the Council,
it chose to not include 1999 as a qualifying year because those boats that dropped
out when 1999 was not included ‘were not historically dependent on the Pacific
cod fishery and [ ] the majority of their income likely [came] from other
fisheries.’ In accordance with public testimony, industry experience, and data
analysis, the Council decision established a standard for measuring historical
dependence, and drew a rational line. The Secretary, utilizing the same data and
reports provided by the Council, adopted the Council's recommendation. The
record clearly provides a rational basis on which the Secretary based his decision.
407 F.3d at 1067 (emphasis added).
Like in Yakutat, the allocation measures in this case are intended to conserve and provide
stability to the halibut fishery, while preventing erosion of commercial fishermen’s long-term
investment in IFQ shares. See 74 Fed. Reg. at 21201 (response to comment 19). The Ninth
Circuit emphasized in Yakutat that the “the Council, with its expertise and industry experience,
deliberated over the Amendment for over 45 hours, heard public testimony, received public
comments, and read staff reports and analysis prior to making its recommendation to the
Secretary,” and that “[t]he Secretary analyzed these same reports, received public comments, and
responded publically to those comments in making his decision.” 407 F.3d at 1068. Similarly,
in this case the Council, over the course of more than 20 meetings, has devoted over 10 years of
discussion, debate, public testimony, and analysis to discussing the appropriate GHL and to
establishing a “fair and equitable” allocation strategy, and NMFS has analyzed the Council’s
record and responded publicly to comments in making its decision.4 Also like in Yakutat, where
4

Plaintiffs proffer the novel and unsupported theory that, unlike under the Magnuson-Stevens
Act, when NMFS adopts an allocation measure recommended by the Council under the Halibut
Act, NMFS may not rely on or adopt the Council’s rationale or record under the Halibut Act
because Council recommendations under the Halibut Act are “purely advisory.” Pls’ Mem. at 7,
21. Plaintiffs attempt to draw a distinction between the Magnuson Act and the Halibut Act
where none exists. Anytime NMFS receives a Council recommendation, whether it be pursuant
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the Ninth Circuit emphasized that NMFS “analyzed the Council recommendation and
independently considered including 1999 as a qualifying year,” in this case NMFS analyzed the
Council’s recommended change from a two-fish to a one-fish daily bag limit and independently
considered maintaining the status quo (i.e., the two-fish bag limit), through its 2009 EA. Thus,
in this case, like in Yakutat, “[t]here is nothing in the evidence that suggests that the Secretary, or
the Council, acted in manner that could not be ascribed to agency expertise.” Id. at 1068.
Furthermore, the Court should have no trouble seeing from the administrative record
“what major issues of policy were ventilated” in developing the GHL rule or the 2009 allocation
measures, or why the Council and NMFS reacted to those issues as they did. Republican Nat’l
Comm., 76 F.3d at 407. In this case, allocation concerns over the charter sector’s unconstrained
annual harvest and the resulting reallocation of the resource from commercial halibut fishermen
to recreational fisherman were brought to the Council beginning in 1993, and the Council and
NMFS have considered the requisite factors necessary to determine whether the allocation of
halibut was “fair and equitable to all such fishermen” through development of the problem
to the Magnuson-Stevens Act or the Halibut Act, NMFS’ task is the same, namely to review that
recommendation and the basis therefore, and make a determination as to whether or not it
complies with the applicable statutory and regulatory authorities. Clearly, in no case will NMFS
adopt a Council recommendation unless NMFS has satisfied itself that the recommended action
complies with the law. Thus, the fact that Council recommendations under the Halibut Act are
“purely advisory” is of no consequence. As it does under the Magnuson-Stevens Act, NMFS
reviews recommendations received pursuant to the Halibut Act for compliance with the law, and
where it finds such recommendations comply with the law, it may lawfully adopt such
recommendations, and may rely upon the Council’s rationale and record. Indeed, courts
reviewing challenges to regulations promulgated by NMFS frequently look to the Council’s
record for an explanation of the basis for NMFS’ action. See, e.g. National Fisheries Institute,
732 F. Supp. at 226 (holding that NMFS’ FMP “does not violate National Standard 4. The
Councils carefully considered and ultimately rejected” plaintiffs preferred action”) (emphasis
added); Fisherman’s Finest, 2008 WL 4889958, *6 (stating, in back-to-back sentences that
“[t]he Council fulfilled its obligations under the framework by analyzing the impact of the new
allocations . . . . The court believes that none of the Secretary’s actions on this issue were
arbitrary and capricious”) (emphasis added)); see also Alaska Factory Trawler, 831 F.2d at
1461-1463; Sea Watch Int’l, 762 F. Supp. at 377-380.
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statement in 1995 (AR 10 at 40-41), the development of the GHL (AR 275-284), and
implementation of measures to restrain harvests to approximately the GHL in 2009 (73 Fed. Reg.
78276 & 74 Fed. Reg. 21194 (AR 4 and 5)). For instance, at the February 2000 Council meeting
in which the GHL was approved, the Council had before it 25 management options and suboptions. AR 10 at 8-10. The Council had received hundreds of written statements as well as oral
testimony. See AR 7 at 3; AR 6.8-6.326. Many of the statements raised financial concerns with
regard to the growth of the charter industry. See, e.g. AR 6.214 at 1. Comments advocated
establishing the GHL at anywhere from 50% of the “TAC” (total available catch) (AR 6.73), to
100% of the charter sector’s 1995 harvest (AR 6.44), to something less than 125% of the charter
sector’s 1998 harvest (AR 6.45), to something more than 125% of the base years, (AR 6.228).
After having allocated 20 hours to consideration of the GHL and an IFQ system for the charter
industry, the Council ultimately selected a GHL of 125% based on the most current participation
data through 1999. AR 8 at 9; AR 10 at 10.
The preambles to NMFS’ proposed and final GHL rules make clear that NMFS was
aware of the Council’s record and its intent behind the GHL, as set forth in the 1995 problem
statement. See 67 Fed. Reg. 3867, 3868 (Jan. 28, 2002); 68 Fed. Reg. at 47257. When NMFS
was promulgating regulations establishing the GHL in 2002 and 2003, NMFS similarly received
numerous comments raising issues of fairness and equity. See 68 Fed. Reg. at 47260-61
(response to comments 1, 3, 4, 5). In fact, the “principal reason” given by commenters
supporting the proposed GHL was that it established “an equitable allocation between sport and
commercial harvests.” 68 Fed. Reg. at 47260. NMFS’ analysis in support of the GHL rule set
forth a legitimate management objective, namely “to seek an equitable balance between the
competing needs of each sector by establishing a GHL which simultaneously recognizes the
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economic importance and contribution to the region of the charterboat sector, and yet safe guards
the integrity and stability of a highly valued directed commercial halibut fishery off Alaska.” Id.
at 130. This statement is neither “illusory” nor “conclusory” as Plaintiffs contend (Pls’ Mem. at
29, 34, 43), as the next 26 pages of the analysis discusses alternatives and economic impacts of
the GHL. See AR 10 at 130-156. Indeed, like it did in Nat’l Coal. for Marine Conservation, 231
F. Supp. 2d 119, in developing the GHL rule NMFS evaluated the costs and benefits imposed by
the proposed actions and compared those consequences with alternative allocation schemes,
including the status quo. See AR 10 at 130-156. Specifically, the four alternatives considered
included setting the GHL as 125% of either the 1995 or the 1998 charter harvests (option 1),
establishing a fixed amount of fish for the charter industry (option 2), managing the GHL as a
three-year “rolling average” of the charter harvest (option 3), or setting the GHL as a percentage
of the CEY (option 4). See AR 10 at 33.
When the Council began considering harvest control measures in 2007 to enforce the
GHL, it again received numerous comments, many of which rose financial and fairness concerns,
both in support of and opposition to the GHL allocation strategy. See, e.g., AR 12.25; 12.80;
18.10; 12.2; 12.71. In developing management measures to restrain harvest to approximately the
GHL in 2008 and 2009, NMFS evaluated alternatives and the economic impacts of those
alternatives on various sectors and groups involved in the fishery, including: (a) guided charter
clients, (b) half-day charter providers and crew, (c) full-and multi-day charter providers and
crew, (d) commercial longline operators and crew, (e) local residents of communities serving as
bases for commercial longline or charter operations, (f) halibut consumers, and (g) the general
public, through the impact on administrative and enforcement costs. See AR 32 at 3-6
(alternatives); 47-65 (economic impacts). The analysis recognized that a one-fish bag limit
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likely would reduce the demand for guided halibut charters, but that, if no action was taken, the
status quo “may result in reduced gross revenues and lower quota share prices” in the
commercial fishery. 32 AR at 64-65. NMFS could not perform a quantitative analysis to
determine the costs or benefits to either sector because to do so would have required a level of
rigor that was not present in the data that was available to NMFS and used to produce the
examples. The 2009 EA does, however, include an “illustrative table” estimating potential losses
to the commercial longline sector over the next three years (2009 to 2011) if the status quo is
maintained. See id. at 54-55. Thus, Plaintiffs’ assertion that NMFS did “not analyze whether
allocating based on the GHL is fair and equitable” in 2009 and that NMFS’ “entire rationale”
that the 2009 allocation is “fair and equitable” is “that the allocation represented by the GHL was
determined to be fair and equitable in 2003” (Pls’ Mem. at 36-37), is contradicted by the
administrative record and NMFS’ explanation of its 2009 rule, which stated:
The Council and NMFS have used the best information available at each step of
the process, beginning with the GHL, and continuing through this final rule. The
Council and NMFS analyzed and considered data that relate to the criteria found
at 16 U.S.C. 1853(b)(6) (Magnuson-Stevens Act), and referenced at 16 U.S.C.
773c(c) (Halibut Act), when it developed and implemented the GHL. These data
included past and present participation, historical dependence of various sectors
on the halibut resource, economic impacts of the action on various sectors,
cultural and social framework of the various sectors, impacts on other fisheries,
and other relevant considerations. Data that relate to the criteria at 16 U.S.C.
1853(b)(6) were also analyzed and considered in issuing this final rule, including
past and present participation levels, economic impacts of the action on various
sectors and fishing communities, impacts on other fisheries, etc. The commenter
is referred to the GHL analysis and the analysis that accompanies this action for
further details on the data considered in developing these actions.
74 Fed. Reg. at 21204 (response to comment 34).
While none of the foregoing analyses include an explicit statement that “this allocation is
fair and equitable because X,” there can be no serious dispute that the question Plaintiffs assert
was never considered, namely “what allocation is fair and equitable,” has been discussed,
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debated, and analyzed by the Council and NMFS, with public involvement, for a decade and a
half. Indeed, as the Court noted, NMFS’ 2009 allocation measures were promulgated “for the
very purpose of addressing fairness and equity – in order to address the imbalance caused by the
de facto reallocation from the commercial industry to the charter industry.” Van Valin, 2009 WL
1796773, at *7. To that end, the 2009 EA was prepared to “evaluate the equities and the impact
of the one-fish bag limit and compare it to the status quo.” Id. at *6. The preamble to the 2009
final rule explains that it was intended, in part, to address allocation concerns:
Harvests by charter vessel anglers exceeded the GHL in Area 2C each year from
2004 to 2007, and the best available estimates indicate that the 2008 GHL also
was exceeded (Table 1 and Figure 1 of this preamble). Harvests of halibut by the
charter sector above its GHL reduce the Fishery CEY. By reducing the amount of
fish available to the commercial sector, the charter harvests create an allocation
concern. Charter removals should be close to the GHL or the methodology used
by the IPHC to determine the Fishery CEY is undermined and results in a de facto
reallocation from the commercial sector in subsequent years.
74 Fed. Reg. at 21194; see also id. at 21201 (explaining in response to comment 19 that the final
rule was “designed in part to remedy” the increasing charter sector harvests above the GHL that
erodes commercial fishermen’s IFQ shares).
In addition to the February 2000 and June 2007 Council meetings, the 2003 and 2009
EAs, and the preambles to the 2003 and 2009 rules, NMFS’ consideration of “fairness and
equity” also can be found throughout its response to comments in the final 2009 rule, where
NMFS responded to comments that echoed the same concerns of fairness and equity that the
Council and NMFS had been considering for the past 16 years. See 74 Fed. Reg. 21194
(response to comments 19, 32-34, 46, 74-95). For example, in response to comment 46, which
alleged that the IPHC allocation procedures that set the GHL violate fairness and equity, NMFS
rationally explained that it was only “fair and equitable” for the charter sector to have its annual
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catch limit reduced in light of the decline in halibut biomass and the reductions imposed on the
commercial sector:
Any resource allocation policy likely will result in some resource users feeling
unfairly burdened with the costs of reducing their use of the resource. As the
halibut resource has declined in abundance in Area 2C in recent years, the
commercial longline fishery's catch limits have been substantially reduced from
10,930,000 lbs [ ] in 2005 to 5,020,000 lbs [ ] in 2009. This represents a 54
percent reduction over four years. During part of this period (2005 through 2007)
charter vessel anglers in Area 2C have had record high levels of harvest.
74 Fed. Reg. at 21207.
Plaintiffs contend that, when the 2003 GHL rule was implemented, no attempt was made
to make it “fair and equitable” because it was merely intended to be a “’benchmark for
monitoring the charter vessel fishery’s harvests of Pacific halibut.’” Pls’ Mem. at 36. That is
simply untrue. The fact that the GHL gave to the charter sector 25% more halibut than it was
harvesting at the time demonstrates that an effort clearly was made to make the GHL “fair and
equitable.” 72 Fed. Reg. at 74259. Furthermore, the fact that management measures were not
implemented at the time to enforce the GHL does not mean that no effort was made to make the
allocation strategy “fair and equitable.” 68 Fed. Reg. at 47258. As explained previously, the
GHL was intended to represent the “acceptable” halibut harvest for the charter vessel fishery,
and it was understood that management measures to enforce the GHL could be implemented at a
later time as needed through a separate analytical APA rulemaking process. 68 Fed. Reg. at
47258. Such measures were not implemented at the time for procedural reasons, and moreover
such measures were not necessary because the GHL was set above what the charter sector was
catching at the time. Id.
In sum, Plaintiffs’ lead argument does not dispute that NMFS considered the relevant
factors and implemented allocation measures are “ultimately reasonable or legitimate” (Pls’
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Mem. at 2), and as such there can be no dispute that NMFS allocated the resource fairly and
equitably. Plaintiffs complain that NMFS failed to explain why the allocation measures are “fair
and equitable,” however the APA’s deferential arbitrary and capricious standard does not require
that an agency’s reasoning be found in any one sentence, in any one paragraph, or on any one
page of the administrative record. Rather, the standard is whether or not the agency’s path is
reasonably discernable on the administrative record as a whole. See, e.g. General Motors Corp.
v. EPA, 168 F.3d 1377, 1380 (D.C. Cir. 1999) (“We review the EPA's finding of violations of a
permit issued under the Clean Water Act for lack of ‘substantial evidence in the record, taken as
a whole,’ . . . as we would under the Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(A), (E)”);
East Alabama Med. Ctr. v. Shalala, 925 F. Supp. 27, 32 (D.D.C. 1996) (“The agency must
supply a reasoned basis for its action, supported by substantial evidence on the record considered
as a whole”). This is not a case where the agency has “parroted” the statutory language without
providing any rational basis for its decision. Pls’ Mem. at 29, 34. NMFS considered the equities
involved in managing the charter sector consistent with the GHL in 2002, in 2003, and again in
2009, and NMFS’ rationale and “path may reasonably be discerned.” Bowman Transp., 419 U.S.
at 286. NMFS therefore has complied with the APA’s “arbitrary and capricious” standard.
Plaintiffs may dislike the agency’s ultimate decision, but they have not shown that NMFS failed
to consider any relevant factor or lacked a rational basis for promulgating the May 2009 rule, and
as such they have failed to overcome the presumption in favor of upholding it.
3.

Plaintiffs’ APA Cases Are Inapposite.

As explained above, there can be no dispute that the 2009 allocation measures comply
with the Halibut Act and the analogous regulatory guidelines. It is no coincidence, therefore,
that Plaintiffs’ lengthy recitation of case law authority (see Pls’ Mem. at 15-30) in support of its
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lead argument does not include a single fisheries case. Rather, Plaintiffs attempt to support their
lead argument by relying primarily on six non-fisheries APA cases, each of which is clearly
distinguishable from this case: (1) Tripoli Rocketry Ass’n v. Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco,
Firearms, and Explosives, 437 F.3d 75 (D.C. Cir. 2006); (2) Air Transport Ass’n of Canada v.
FAA, 254 F.3d 271 (D.C. Cir. 2001); (3) American Lung Ass’n v. EPA, 134 F.3d 388 (D.C. Cir.
1998); (4) Bluewater Network v. EPA, 370 F.3d 1 (D.C. Cir. 2004); (5) D&F Afonso Realty Trust
v. Garvey, 216 F.3d 1191 (D.C. Cir. 2000); and (6) Public Media Ctr. v. FCC, 587 F.2d 1322
(D.C. Cir. 1978). See generally Pls’ Mem. at 15-30. As an initial matter, the six aforementioned
cases are distinguishable from this case in that none involved a situation analogous to this case,
where Plaintiffs do not dispute the reasonableness of NMFS’ ultimate decision, just the adequacy
of its explanation. Rather, the plaintiffs in each of the six cases claimed that the agency’s
ultimate decision and the rationale given in support thereof lacked a rational basis in the
administrative record. As such, the courts’ review of the agency actions in those cases was in a
fundamentally different context than this case.
In addition, the six cases are each distinguishable on their particular facts. Indeed,
Plaintiffs candidly admit that three of the six aforementioned cases – American Lung Ass’n, 134
F.3d at 389, D&F Afonso Realty Trust, 216 F.3d at 1192-93, and Bluewater Network, 370 F.3d at
5 – involved a claim that the agency had failed to make a specific “finding” that was required by
statute. See Pls’ Mem. at 28. As the Halibut Act requires no specific finding that an allocation is
“fair and equitable,” these three cases are inapposite here for that reason as well. See Van Valin,
2009 WL 1796773, at *2. The remaining three cases cited by Plaintiffs similarly are
distinguishable on their facts. For instance, Plaintiffs’ lead case citation is to Tripoli Rocketry
Ass’n, 437 F.3d 75. See Pls’ Mem. at 17-19. In Tripoli Rocketry Ass’n, an organization of
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hobby rocket enthusiasts challenged the merits of the Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms & Explosives’
(“ATFE”) decision to classify ammonium perchlorate composite propellant (“APCP”) as an
“explosive” under the Organized Crime Control Act of 1970. See id. at 80-81. Specifically, the
plaintiffs argued that there was “no evidence in the record” supporting ATFE’s conclusion that
APCP fell within the definition of “explosive” because of its burn rate and that “there is some
evidence in the record suggesting a contrary conclusion.” Id. at 77. The D.C. Circuit’s
conclusion that ATFE had provided “virtually nothing to allow the court to determine whether its
judgment reflects reasoned decisionmaking” (id. at 81), stands in marked contrast to this case,
where, as explained above, the administrative record contains ample support dating back over a
decade that demonstrates a rational basis for the 2009 allocation measures, which Plaintiffs do
not dispute are substantively “fair and equitable.”5
Similarly, in Air Transport Ass’n of Canada, 254 F.3d 271, a group of airlines challenged
the merits of a rule promulgated by the Federal Aviation Administration (“FAA”) that imposed
fees for certain “overflights” (i.e., flights that transit through United States-controlled airspace
but neither take off from, nor land in, the United States). The D.C. Circuit explained in Air
Transport Ass’n that, “[i]n view of the methodology followed by the FAA in establishing the
fees . . . there must be at least record support for the proposition that the FAA incurs the same
costs in providing service to overflights and nonoverflights using either the enroute airspace or
the oceanic airspace.” Id. at 279. However, the FAA “failed to provide any record justification
for the proposition that costs for servicing overflights are the same as costs for servicing non5

It is worth noting that, even though the D.C. Circuit found the agency action in Tripoli Rocketry
Ass’n to be arbitrary and capricious, it noted that “we will not vacate the designation without first
affording the agency an opportunity to reconsider this matter.” 437 F.3d at 84; see also Public
Media Ctr. 587 F.2d at 1332 (remanding the matter to the FCC for further explanation without
vacating the decision). As such, these cases do not support Plaintiffs’ assertion that the 2009
allocation measures “must be vacated.” Pls’ Mem. at 4.
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overflights,” but rather the FAA expressly “assumed it was so.” Id. at 279 (emphasis added).
The D.C. Circuit noted that the FAA’s administrative record apparently included the following
rationale: “Because the level of [air traffic control] services are [sic] assumed identical for all
aircraft operations within a particular environment (i.e., enroute or oceanic), it is reasonable to
assume that the costs of providing [air traffic control] services to overflights are proportional to
total ATC costs within each environment.” Id. (quoting See JA 19). Again, the FAA’s
unsupported assumption in Air Transport Ass’n stands in marked contrast to this case, where the
record contains substantial evidence demonstrating a rational basis for NMFS’ decision.
Finally, in Public Media Ctr., 587 F.2d 1322, the plaintiffs challenged the merits of a
Federal Communications Commission (“FCC”) decision holding that four California radio
stations did not violate the fairness doctrine when they broadcast advertisements promoting
desirability of nuclear generation of electrical power, whereas the FCC found that eight other
stations had violated the doctrine. The FCC stated that its determination of compliance with the
fairness doctrine had been based on a consideration of the following factors: total time ratio
regarding the amount of time pro-nuclear views were broadcast as compared with the amount of
time devoted to anti-nuclear views; frequency of program presentation; placement of
programming in drive time; and diligence with which stations sought out anti-nuclear
spokesmen. Id. at 1330. The Court found that the evidentiary support in the administrative
record provided no rational basis for distinguishing the stations found to be in violation of the
fairness doctrine from those found to be in compliance.
For instance, in terms of frequency of program presentation, the administrative record
demonstrated that the four stations found to have fulfilled the fairness doctrine had the following
ratios of pro-nuclear to anti-nuclear programming: KVON (13.4), KPAY (13.5), KJOY (25),
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KATY (28.8), whereas the stations found to have violated the fairness doctrine included: KSRO
(8.6), KFYV (21.7), KFOG (27.4), KROY (72), KFRE (83), KRED (96/0), KMBY (104/0),
KSMA (160/0). Id. at 1330. As the Court noted, “KSRO's ratio is obviously lower than any of
the stations absolved of the fairness charges, KFYV's ratio is lower than either KATY or KJOY,
and KFOG's ratio is lower than KATY's.” Id. at 1331. With respect to placement of
programming in drive time, the Court noted that, based on the evidence in the record, the stations
were “indistinguishable on this ground.” Id. In contrast to the unexplained discrepancies
between the facts found and the decision made in Public Media Center, in this case the
administrative record provides substantial evidence that explains NMFS’ objective and rationale
and that allows the Court to reasonably discern NMFS’ path.
In sum, while each of the cases cited by Plaintiffs is distinguishable from this case, the
takeaway from those cases is the familiar requirement that, at the end of the day, a reviewing
court must be able to satisfy itself that the agency has engaged in reasoned decision making. As
explained above, this standard is satisfied in this case. Substantial evidence exists in the
administrative record to support NMFS’ action and its path to the 2009 allocations can be
reasonably discerned. See, e.g., Bowman Transp., 419 U.S. at 286. Although there is a clear
statement of purpose in this case, “regulations with no statement of purpose have been upheld
where the agency's purpose was considered obvious and unmistakable.” Tabor v. Joint Bd. for
Enrollment of Actuaries, 566 F.2d 705, 710 (D.C. Cir. 1977). As this Court previously found, in
this case “[t]he Secretary promulgated the Final Rule for the very purpose of addressing fairness
and equity – in order to address the imbalance caused by the de facto reallocation from the
commercial industry to the charter industry.” Van Valin, 2009 WL 1796773 at *7.
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NMFS Considered Recent Data on Present Participation in the Fishery in
Implementing the 2009 Allocation Measures.

Plaintiffs argue in the alternative that, even if NMFS has explained adequately why
managing consistently with the GHL is “fair and equitable,” the 2009 allocation measures should
be vacated because NMFS unlawfully relied on “outdated” data on fishery participation levels
and failed to “consider more recent data.” Pls’ Mem. at 38. Plaintiffs’ second argument defies
logic. Clearly, NMFS was fully aware of, and considered, recent participation data in deciding
to implement the 2009 allocation measures; the final rule expressly explains that the charter
sector’s recent harvest levels are what prompted NMFS to promulgate the 2009 allocation
measures in the first instance. See, e.g. 74 Fed. Reg. at 21194 (noting that “[h]arvests by charter
vessel anglers exceeded the GHL in Area 2C each year from 2004 to 2007, and the best available
estimates indicate that the 2008 GHL also was exceeded,” which reduces “the amount of fish
available to the commercial sector,” thereby creating “an allocation concern”); see also id. at
21214 (explaining in response to comment 74 that “[t]he Council and NMFS have articulated a
legitimate objective for this action, i.e., to limit the use of halibut by one sector that has grown
significantly in proportion to the other sectors that harvest halibut”).
In fact, NMFS received a comment setting forth the precise argument advanced by
Plaintiffs, namely that the GHL “was set using incorrect, inconsistent or dated information” and
that “[i]n order for present participation to be properly considered, the Secretary would have to
look at more recent catch data for guided anglers and commercial harvesters.” 74 Fed. Reg. at
21204 (comment 34). In response, NMFS explained that:
NMFS disagrees that incorrect, inconsistent or dated information was used for the
GHL or this action. The Council and NMFS have used the best information
available at each step of the process, beginning with the GHL, and continuing
through this final rule. The Council and NMFS analyzed and considered data ...
includ[ing] past and present participation, historical dependence of various sectors
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on the halibut resource, economic impacts of the action on various sectors,
cultural and social framework of the various sectors, impacts on other fisheries,
and other relevant considerations . . . . The commenter is referred to the GHL
analysis and the analysis that accompanies this action for further details on the
data considered in developing these actions. The GHL analysis is available on the
Council Web site at http://www.fakr.noaa.gov/npfmc/current_
issues/halibut_issues/halibut.htm and the analysis for this action is available on
the NMFS Alaska Region Website at http://
www.alaskafisheries.noaa.gov/sustainablefisheries/halibut/ch arters.htm.
74 Fed. Reg. at 21204. In particular, recent charter sector harvest level data (from 1995 to 2007)
is found in Table 4 of NMFS’ 2009 EA (AR 32 at 37), and Table 1 and Figure 1 in the final rule
provide the charter sector’s harvest levels from 2002 to 2008 (74 Fed. Reg. at 21195, 21196).
NMFS’ response to comment 32 on the final rule also makes clear that NMFS considered
the most recent final recreational sector data available on the charter sector’s participation level.
Comment 32 argued that “it is not fair and equitable to impose the one-fish bag limit on the
guided halibut anglers when the longline fishermen already enjoy a disproportionate share of the
resource.” See 74 Fed. Reg. at 21203. In response, NMFS explained that, in Area 2C:
[C]harter vessel fishery harvests increased from 939,000 lbs (425.9 mt) in 1999 to
1,952,000 lbs (885.4 mt) in 2005. This is an increase of 1,013,000 lbs (459.5 mt)
or 107 percent over six years. In 2006 and 2007, charter vessel anglers in Area 2C
did not increase their halibut harvest above the record high harvest in 2005;
however, the harvest in 2007 (the most recent year for which final sport harvest
estimates are available) remained slightly more than 100 percent above the
harvest in 1999. The percentage of the sport harvest generally and charter vessel
harvest in particular also is much higher in Area 2C than in other areas of Alaska.
In 2007, total removals of halibut from Area 2C are estimated to be 12,210,000
lbs (5,538.4 mt). Of this total amount the commercial fishery harvested 68.3
percent and the combined sport fisheries (charter and non-charter) harvested 24.7
percent. The charter vessel fishery harvested 15.7 percent and the non-charter
sport fishery harvested 9.3 percent of the total removals from Area 2C in 2007.
Hence, charter vessel anglers in Area 2C have demonstrated rapid growth in their
Area 2C halibut harvests since 1999.
74 Fed. Reg. at 21203 (emphasis added).
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Thus, Plaintiffs’ claim that “there is absolutely no indication” that NMFS considered
present participation data (Pls’ Mem. at 43) plainly is contradicted by the administrative record.
Although Plaintiffs claim that NMFS failed to consider present participation data, in reality,
Plaintiffs’ complaint is that NMFS did not make a different decision based on its consideration
of that data, namely to increase the charter sector’s allocation. While it is evident that Plaintiffs
would have weighed recent participation data differently than did NMFS, the law is clear that
courts are to “‘defer to the evaluations of agencies when the evidence presents conflicting
views.’” Cactus Corner, LLC v. USDA, 450 F.3d 428, 435 (9th Cir. 2006) (citation omitted);
accord Marsh, 490 U.S. at 378 (“When specialists express conflicting views, an agency must
have discretion to rely on the reasonable opinions of its own qualified experts even if, as an
original matter, a court might find contrary views more persuasive”). As the court noted in Nat'l
Fisheries Inst., Congress has charged NMFS with making such “difficult policy judgments and
choosing appropriate conservation and management measures based on [its] evaluation[] of the
relevant quantitative and qualitative factors,” and NMFS has done that in this case. 732 F. Supp.
at 223. The fact that Plaintiffs dislike the lines that NMFS has drawn does not mean that NMFS
has acted arbitrarily, capriciously, or contrary to law.
Plaintiffs contend that the 2009 allocation measures are unlawful because they are
consistent with the GHL allocation strategy, which is based on participation data from 19951999, data Plaintiffs contend is now “stale.” Pls’ Mem. at 39. Plaintiffs’ argument that NMFS
has unlawfully relied on “stale” data has no support in the Halibut Act, the relevant regulations,
or the APA. Contrary to Plaintiffs’ assertion, there was nothing unlawful about NMFS’ decision
to manage the charter sector consistent with the GHL allocation strategy. For example, in
Fisherman's Finest v. Gutierrez, No. C07-1574MJP, 2008 WL 4889958 (W.D. Wash. Nov. 12,
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2008), NMFS promulgated allocation measures in September 2007 for Pacific cod in the BSAI
fishery, based on catch history data that was, at the time, between four and twelve years old (i.e.,
from 1995 to 2003), while disregarding data from the two most recent catch years, 2004 and
2005. Like Plaintiffs in this case, the plaintiffs in Fisherman's Finest argued that “the Council
considered data that [was] too old and no longer relevant to reallocation information and that the
Council failed to consider the most recent, most relevant data available.” Id. at *5. The court,
however, found nothing arbitrary or capricious in NMFS’ reliance on the historical data. See id.
at *5-6.
Courts in several other cases have upheld NMFS’ decision to exclude certain years from
its present participation analysis. For instance, in Sea Watch Int’l, 762 F. Supp. 370, the
plaintiffs argued that NMFS’ alleged “failure to give extra weight to recent quahog catch data, to
use catch data from 1989 or 1990” meant that NMFS had not adequately considered present
participation in the fishery. Id. at 379. The Court rejected the plaintiffs’ claim, explaining:
The very language of Section 1853(b)(6) indicates that its enumerated factors
must be balanced against each other and against "any other relevant
considerations." As long as the Council and the Secretary took these factors into
account, the Court may not second-guess the accuracy of the balance struck. The
choice of cut-off dates and weighting formulas thus was not arbitrary and
capricious or an abuse of discretion.
Id. at 379.
In Yakutat, 407 F.3d 1054, discussed previously, the plaintiffs challenged NMFS’
decision to limit the number of boats fishing in the BSAI groundfish fishery by granting licenses
only to boats that caught a prescribed amount of fish during any two years between 1995-1998.
Had NMFS included 1999 as a qualifying year, F/V Blue North would have qualified to secure a
license to fish for Pacific cod in the BSAI fishery. One of the plaintiffs’ claims was that “the
exclusion of 1999 from the pot catcher/processor vessel criteria is unfair and inequitable”
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because it failed to take “recent participation into account.” 407 F.3d at 1068-69. Similar to
Plaintiffs’ argument in this case that NMFS failed to consider increasing the charter sector’s
allocation based on its recent participation, the plaintiffs in Yakutat argued “that the Council's
lack of serious deliberation to include 1999 [the most recent year] as a qualifying year tainted the
decision.” Id. at 1071. However, the Ninth Circuit explained that “Yakutat must demonstrate
something more than the fact that the Secretary allegedly did not give the decision the
consideration Yakutat would have liked.” Id. In particular, the Court noted that, “to overturn a
decision, plaintiffs must demonstrate irregularities in the Secretary's actions or show that the
Secretary followed incorrect procedures,” which the plaintiffs had failed to do. Id. at 1072.
The same is true in this case. Here, the May 2009 rule followed an open and transparent
rulemaking process in which Plaintiffs were given notice of the proposed rulemaking and an
opportunity to submit comments thereon, which were carefully considered by NMFS.6 Like in
Yakutat, Plaintiffs offer nothing more than their disagreement with the lines that the Council and
NMFS ultimately have drawn. In Yakutat, the Ninth Circuit found it was permissible for NMFS
to “place[] a higher premium on historical participation and significant dependence, instead of
focusing solely on present participation,” because NMFS had “determined that by limiting entry
of newer fishing vessels while assuring continued participation of historically dependent
fishermen, the FMP [fishery management plan] amendment would conserve the fishery by
6

In fact, the charter sector has been heavily involved in the GHL process beginning with the
Halibut Charter Working Group (“Work Group”), established by the Council in 1993, which was
“comprised of staff, three commercial fishery representatives, one non-charter fish
representative, and six charter vessel representatives” (AR 10 at 30), and continuing to the 1998
GHL Committee, which was “comprised of one Council member representing the charter
industry, one BOF [Alaska Board of Fisheries] member representing the charter industry, two
charter industry representatives from Area 2C, two charter industry representatives from Area
3A, one unguided sport representative from Area 3A, and two subsistence/personal use
representatives from Area 2C” (AR 30 at 31). The GHL Committee's task was “to recommend
management measures for analysis that would constrain charter harvests under the GHL.” AR
30 at 31.
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reducing overcapitalization.” Id. at 1073. Similarly, in this case it was permissible for NMFS to
reduce overharvest by managing the charter sector consistent with the GHL, even if such
measures were to place a “higher premium on historical participation.”
As purported support for their argument that NMFS unlawfully has relied on “stale” data,
Plaintiffs cite two non-fisheries cases: Lands Council v. Powell, 379 F.3d 738, 748-49 (9th Cir.
2004), which involved claims under NEPA and the National Forest Management Act, and Seattle
Audubon Society v. Espy, 998 F.2d 699, 704-05 (9th Cir. 1993), which involved a NEPA claim.
Pls’ Mem. at 39. Those cases are inapposite to this case. Whether or not the U.S. Forest
Service’s habitat data for the Westslope Cutthroat Trout in Lands Council was “too outdated”
under NEPA to allow the Forest Service to make an accurate cumulative impact assessment of a
“watershed restoration” project (379 F.3d at 749), or whether or not the Forest Service relied on
“stale scientific evidence” under NEPA in Seattle Audubon Society by failing to consider an
intervening report on “available spotted owl population data” (998 F.2d at 703-704) says nothing
about whether or not NMFS’ participation data in this case was “stale” data under the Halibut
Act. As explained above, it was not. NMFS’ decision to manage the charter sector consistent
with the GHL allocation strategy was entirely appropriate under the applicable statutory and
regulatory regime.
In fact, in the only fisheries case Plaintiffs cite, Alliance Against IFQs, 84 F.3d 343, the
Ninth Circuit rejected the plaintiffs’ claim that NMFS had failed to adequately consider present
participation by disregarding participation data from the previous three years. The Ninth Circuit
explained in Alliance Against IFQs that NMFS has “good reason” for “disregarding”
participation data where consideration of that data would have encouraged the very overfishing
that the “regulatory scheme was meant to restrain.” Id. at 347-48. Analogously, in this case, the
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regulatory scheme was to limit the charter sector’s annual harvest in light of a decline in halibut
stock abundance, consistent with the GHL rule, and NMFS thus had good reason for not
increasing the charter sector’s allocation based on its present participation, which obviously
would allow the very overharvest that the regulatory scheme was meant to restrain. Essentially,
Plaintiffs’ argument here is that, because the charter sector has demonstrated an ability to exceed
its allocation under the GHL rule, they deserve a larger allocation. That is simply not how
halibut fishery management works. For obvious reasons, a sector’s allocation is not determined
based on the amount of fish that it is capable of harvesting. For instance, the commercial sector
clearly has the capacity to harvest more than its quota, as evidenced by the 54% reduction in the
commercial quota over the past four years. See 74 Fed. Reg. at 21207 (response to comment 46).
If the Court were to accept Plaintiffs’ logic, it would seriously undermine NMFS’ ability to
manage the halibut fishery in a way that promotes conservation of the resource and prevents
overharvest, as it would create an incentive for all participants to exceed their allocations and
then argue that their “present participation” entitles their sector to a larger allocation.
In addition, present participation was just one factor that NMFS considered, in addition to
historical participation. See 74 Fed. Reg. at 21204 (response to comment 34); 16 U.S.C. §
773c(c) (referencing factors set forth at 16 U.S.C. § 1853(b)(6)); see also Yakutat, 407 F.3d at
1070. The Pacific halibut fishery is fully utilized, which means that an increase in an allocation
to the charter sector ultimately would come at the expense of other sectors. See Fishermen’s
Finest, 2008 WL 4889958 at *5 (noting that “[a]ny selection of data inherently places one party
at a disadvantage”). As NMFS has explained, “a fair and equitable allocation does not mean that
all U.S. fishermen should be able to harvest equal amounts of the halibut resource.” 74 Fed.
Reg. at 21215. Quite the opposite is true. Allocations are “fair and equitable” even where they
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“impose a hardship on one group if it is outweighed by the total benefits received by another
group or groups.” 50 C.F.R. § 600.325(c)(3)(i)(B).
While the Ninth Circuit expressed some concern in the Alliance against IFQs opinion
with NMFS’ decision to “disregard” entirely participation data from the previous three years in
making its allocation, which as noted above is different than this case where NMFS expressly
considered the most recent data available, the Ninth Circuit clearly accepted the notion that lines
must be drawn somewhere and once that happens the data underlying those lines inevitably will
age. The Ninth Circuit wrote in its 1996 opinion that:
Under the regulations, eligibility for quota shares depends on fishing during the
years 1988, 1989, and 1990. Whatever years are used necessarily recede into the
distant past. Even in 2005, assuming the regulatory scheme lasts that long, the
quota shares will be based on fishing prior to 1991. Future generations of
fishermen will continue to be governed by these pre-1991 allocations.
Id. at 348.
Thus, the Ninth Circuit in the Alliance against IFQs noted with approval an allocation
based on participation data that were between 14 and 17 years old. See id. In this case, NMFS
determined in the 2003 GHL rule that a line would be drawn at 25% above the charter sector’s
average harvest levels for 1995-1999, and that this line constituted the “acceptable” annual
charter harvest. 67 Fed. Reg. at 3868. As explained previously, granting to the charter sector
25% more fish than the sector was then harvesting – which came at the expense of the traditional
users – certainly was a reasonable way to balance the competing factors of maintaining historical
fishing practices in an historically commercial fishery with allowing for limited growth of the
comparatively new and rapidly growing guided recreational sector. NMFS stated that the GHL
“would allow for limited growth of the guided recreational fishery, but would effectively limit
future growth at this level,” and NMFS “invite[d] public comment on this feature of the proposed
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action.” 67 Fed. Reg. at 3868. Thus, while the data underlying the 2003 GHL allocation
strategy will “necessarily recede into the distant past,” that does not mean that is unlawful for
NMFS to manage future fishermen consistently with that allocation strategy, particularly where,
as here, NMFS considered the most recent participation data available before implementing the
2009 allocation measures and determined that managing the charter sector consistent with the
GHL allocation strategy was a valid objective. See AR 32 at 37; 74 Fed. Reg. at 21195, 21196
(Table 1 and Figure 1); 74 Fed. Reg. at 21203 (response to comment 32); 74 Fed. Reg. at 21204
(response to comment 34).
In sum, the hallmark of administrative law is that agencies must “consider” the relevant
factors, and here NMFS has considered the very issue that Plaintiffs claim it failed to discuss, in
full compliance with the Halibut Act and the APA. Furthermore, a rational basis exists in the
administrative record for NMFS’ ultimate decision. Plaintiffs have demonstrated their
disagreement with the lines that NMFS has drawn, however they have not shown that NMFS’
decision was “so implausible that it could not be ascribed to a difference in view or the product
of agency expertise.” Motor Veh. Mfrs. Ass'n v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 463 U.S. 29, 43
(1983). Thus, the 2009 allocation measures are entitled to deference and should not be disturbed.
VI.

CONCLUSION
Pacific halibut, like all fishery resources, is a finite resource. As users of this resource

increase, regulatory regimes governing all users necessarily become more restrictive and
complex to meet conservation and allocation policy goals. In recent years, the halibut biomass
has been decreasing and the commercial quotas have been reduced accordingly. While other
user groups’ use of the resource has remained relatively stable during this time, the charter sector
has experienced uncontrolled growth, making it necessary for NMFS to impose management
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measures to control this growth for the health and stability of the fishery. Plaintiffs, as charter
boat owners and operators, clearly would benefit financially from continued uncontrolled
growth, however NMFS, as the expert agency charged with choosing appropriate management
measures, made a rational policy decision to reduce the charter sector’s annual harvest based on
its evaluation of the relevant factors. NMFS’ rational decision is entitled to deference. Plaintiffs
have failed to overcome the presumption in favor of upholding the 2009 final rule by showing
that NMFS failed to consider any relevant factor or acted irrationally. The Court therefore
should enter judgment in favor of NMFS and deny Plaintiffs’ motion for summary judgment.
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